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Loc. Pont Suaz 252, 11020 Charvensod, Aosta, Italy
T: +39 0165 238585

hotel miage

The charming 3* Hotel Miage is the
latest hotel to join our stable of
accommodation options in Aosta.
Situated within sight of our ski hire
building and with the Pila gondola only
10 minutes away by foot, the Miage
makes for a great option.
The rooms are mostly for 3, with a few for
4, and are very nicely appointed. All have
private facilities. The hotel has a pleasant
bar with lounge area. The Hotel Miage
usually accommodates groups of up to 45
passengers, although additional beds may
be available on request (up to a maximum
of 85)

hotel facilities
› TVs in bedrooms
› Hotel safe deposit
› Wi-fi

meal times
There are currently no fixed times for meals

is there a Meeting room?
The lounge can be used as a meeting area.

does the hotel have 24 hour access?
Reception closes at midnight, however there is
a member of staff overnight at the property in
case of emergency

does the hotel have a safe?
Yes, all rooms have a safe

what facilities are in the bedrooms?
Each bedroom, has a TV, telephone, hairdryer
and private facilities

how are bedrooms accessed?
Rooms are accessed with a traditional key

“It was a great
week... The hot
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experience”
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does the hotel charge for
any facilities?
Wi-fi is available throughout the public areas and
is free of charge

do any bedrooms have balconies?
Yes, all bedrooms have balconies

“The hotel was
exceptional”

what amenities are there locally?
A 15 minute walk takes you to the heart of Aosta
with all that it has to offer

“Thank you to the
Miage, a clean and
comfortable hotel,
exactly what we needed
after a days skiing”

what is the journey time from the
hotel to the cable car?
It takes approximately 5-10 minutes to the main
cable car
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